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Introducing the PermaVet Project

Objectives

“PermaVET – Permaculture in Vocational
Education and Training” Project" is a
project that will be implemented from 2020
to 2022, and it is co-funded by the
Erasmus* Programme and the European
Commission.

PermaVET aims at increasing awareness
about climate change among VET trainees in
various sustainability-relevant sectors and at
developing vocation-specific competences in
order to reduce energy use, save resources
and process sustainable organic food. The
idea is to make use of the permaculture
concept to sensitize vocational groups for
their specific potential in making a change.
The permaculture concept has become
increasingly popular in agriculture in recent
years. It, however, holds additional potential
for optimizing consumption of resources and
energy that are meaningful for other
vocational fields in environmentally relevant
sectors.

The consortium of the project is made up
of partners from four different countries:

Germany

Cyprus

Expected results
Portugal

Poland

A basic training module for all VET
trainees that includes 8 teaching units;
A training module for VET trainees in
cooking/gastronomy that includes 12
teaching units;
A training module for VET trainees in
electronics/mechatronics that includes 12
teaching units;
40 learning videos.
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What has happened so far?

Kick-off Meeting

On the 4th of February, the consortium of
the project organized its first meeting, which
signaled the kick-off of PermaVET. Due to the
Covid-19 travel restrictions, the meeting was
held online.
Representatives
from
the
partners'
organizations were properly introduced and
there was a thorough overview of the project
aims and objectives. Also, the defined
Intelectual Outputs and the Work Packages
were explained by the coordination in order
to familiarize everyone with the project tasks
and procedures.
In the end, the consortium briefly outlined
the tasks that were going to be undertaken in
the following months.

First project activities

Questionnaires were developed by the
consortium and targeted experts in
permaculture, VET trainers in cooking and
gastronomy
and
VET
trainers
in
electronics and mechatronics;
Tackle of the module's structure which
will be later developed;
Desk Research and Analysis on climate
change.

https://www.facebook.com/PermaVET

https://permaveterasmusproject.eu/
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